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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well
received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues. It has held six exhibitions, planted
trees, restored the churchyard railings and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High
Street. It has also produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by
the mass grave of victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and presented seats in memory
of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a book of
reminiscences, three sets of postcards reproducing old photographs and two town trails (one of them
also in French) and, with the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and with the Civic Trust and is a member of the
Federation of Sussex Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion;
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on I
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). Persons wishing only to receive
the Bulletin can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the Editor
(address on cover).
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No. 76 (Spring 2002)

EDITORIAL
A dilemma for writers for publications like our Bulletin, and for their editors, when dealing
with subjects already published in earlier issues or elsewhere, is how much material should be
repeated and to what extent readers should be referred to what is in print already. In the Bulletin it
can be particularly acute because so much is work in progress rather than definitive summation.
Two articles in this number, on the Hamlet (again) and on Gullege and the Aifreys, are cases in point.
On the one hand space is too precious to risk seeming to be wasted, on the other hand readers will not
all have access to all the previous work. Our compromise is to summarise what has been written
already, without repeating its source references, and to develop as fully as possible what is new.
Another dilemma is how to cater fairly for both the specialist and the general reader.
For
the former, references for sources are given as precisely as possible and original wording quoted as
written whenever necessary. For the latter, technical or uncommon terms are explained, foreign or
dialect words are translated and references are tidied away as end-notes. For both the aim is
maximum clarity in expression and argument.
For the editor there can be a third difficulty, balancing earlier and later history, present day
and future, heavier and lighter themes and treatments. Though not all those elements are
represented in this issue, its balance owes much to a welcome new contributor, Mr Edwin Entecott.
Readers may see both the ideal and the actual differently. Their views are invited.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Since there were only two Bulletins a year in the 1970s and since
no. 21 (May 1977) has already been drawn on in our last issue (where it was wrongly given as 20),
there is no mid-year number to make use of here.
Bulletin 22 (September 1977) will find its
rightful place in this year's Autumn Bulletin, no.77.
However, under the same heading we
reprinted on p.20 of our last issue a 'Do you remember?' quiz from the February 1977 parish
magazine. Hoping it created both puzzlement and amusement, we can now reveal that none of the
answers was correct, for none of the wishes was ever uttered. The whole thing was a hoax!
COVER PICTURE: Yet another of Edward F. Skinner's drawings of East Grinstead in 1893,
Middle Row and the church from Portland Road, again from a copy in the Town Museum, reduced to
71%. Others have appeared on the covers of Bulletins 74 and 75 and, accompanied by an account
of what little is known about him, on p.4 of the latter. So far, though, no more information has been
forthcoming. His opinion of the town was printed on p.3 of Bulletin 75.
AS OTHERS SAW US (17): 'Each time I visit the town I find something else gone. A grief, like
Have the local people no love of beauty or pride in their town?
It is fast
the loss of a friend.
becoming like half the towns in England now - a long stretch of dreadfulness.
Modern, all alike,
I was greatly shocked to find houses were being built down
without charm or character.
Imberhorne Lane. Surely they could spare the trees and make beautiful roads - but they just seem
row after row of tightly packed houses. It makes one long to "go above" and not witness the
sacrilege of Sussex.' - D.G. Alifrey, letter to Dr Golding-Bird, vicar of East Grinstead, 5 March
1954. (For further information on this letter see pp. 1If. below.)
BULLETIN 75 (Winter 2001-02), p.1 7: It seems more probable, on closer scrutiny, that most of the
historical information came not from notes once supplied by me but unacknowledged from G.P.
Elphick's Sussex bells and belfries (1970), pp.300f.

THE HAMLET OF EAST GRINSTEAD: ADDENDA

M.J. Leppard

Attention was first drawn to the area of our parish that for civil purposes was in the tithing of
Greenhurst in the Archbishop of Canterbury's hundred of Loxfleld and for ecclesiastical purposes in
the deanery of South Mailing in his diocese, usually known as the Hamlet of East Grinstead, twenty
five years ago. In an article in the Sussex Family Historian, vol.3, no.3 (Dec. 1977), 'More Peculiar
Places' (pp.85-87), 1 cited all the evidence for it then known to me (and also for the comparable area
in Withyham).
This was to supplement an article in the previous issue on the thirteen parishes
which formed the deanery of South Mailing.
Such parishes or, as in our case, parts of parishes,
were styled 'peculiars' because they came under different jurisdiction from that of the bishop of the
diocese in which they were geographically located. I also mentioned similar areas in Hartfield,
where Peculiars Farm survives as reminder to this day, and in Worth.
In recent years I have returned to the subject, discussing our Hamlet in recent Bulletins in the
articles listed below and discovered its area by plotting the 16th century bounds of the hundred of
East Grinstead in the third of them.
68 (Autumn 1999), pp.10-13 'Hundreds, Tithings, and a Hamlet too'
70 (Spring 2000), p.5 'Hundreds, Tithings, Hamlet: addenda'
73 (Spring 2001), pp.5-10 'East Grinstead Hundred in 1579', including map pp.8f
74 (Autumn 2001), pp.8-10 'East Grinstead Hundred, 1579 and 1564'
75 (Winter 2001-02), pp.7-1 3 'The Hamlet of East Grinstead: origins, access and area'
In this contribution references to them are given in the text as four digits in square brackets, first two Bulletin
number, second two page number. All other references are given in endnotes in the usual form.
To summarise my article in the Sussex Family Historian (noting relevant Bulletin pages for
points subsequently dealt with there, including source references), my starting point was three
complementary documents from the period 1720-25. One was a letter among our parish records
from Robert Walter at Lewes to Mr Dudley and Mr Harris our churchwardens, 15 July 1725:
'Upon ye complaint of Mr Marten your hamlett Warden I am ordered to give you this Notice to pay ye
Charges he hath been at in Executing that Office for five years ye summe of £2.1 Os wch our Judge
deems a very easy Charge And resolves, if you do not forthwith pay him, then you shall be Summoned
to pass your accts in Court."
The second was the bishop's transcript for 1722 of the register entries for the part of Loxfield
Dorset Hundred in East Grinstead, signed by that same William Marten. 2, and the third the strip of
'Hamlets belonging to the Hundred of Loxfleld' along the eastern edge of East Grinstead Hundred on
Budgen's 1724 map of Sussex [6812, 7307] and Bowen's of 1759.
Deliberately working backwards, I then noted seven East Grinstead wills proved in the
deanery court between 1591 and l642, the terminology of Dionisia Pollerd's 1632 marriage licence
[6812] and the naming of three churchwardens in John Payne's will of 1579 4 . The subsidy roll for
1525 gave 36 names for Estgrensted Grenherst in the Hundred of Loxfield 5 and the 1296, 1332 and
1337 subsidy rolls gave some local toponymic surnames under the tithing of Fremfeld or Grenherst in
Loxfleld Hundred [6811, 7507].
I could not then find anything relevant in the printed custumals of the archbishop's Sussex
manors [7512f ] and I did not try to interpret the evidence I had presented. That had to await my
return to the subject in the Bulletin articles.
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What follows now is a series of notes, developing some of the points in those articles and
It will inevitably seem 'bitty', for more study will
adding some more information and reflections.
be needed before anything definitive can be offered.
That will be best achieved if anyone could
undertake similar research on the peculiar areas in Hartfield, Withyham and Worth.
Concerning the interpretation of Hackenden as 'Hacca's swine-pasture' [6812f., 7507], Prof.
R.A. Coates confirms Hacca as a genuine Saxon name; a bishop Hacca appears as witness to an
Evesham Abbey charter of 706 .6
As for the sharp swerve from Blackwell Hollow into Holtye Road [7508], the reason must be
the boggy ground on the opposite side, now an open space and the site of Blackwell Farm pond
before the housing estate was laid out. In September 1958 there was flooding here and along the
boundary of the cemetery, and the expense of adequate piling still preserves it from ever being built
on.
Blackwell Farm, whose farmhouse stood here until the early 1 950s, was undoubtedly within
the Hamlet [map 7510]. The earliest reference to it so far traced is in 1502, in the will of Thomas
Langgerich of the Crown 7, but nothing has yet been discovered about it that illuminates our
understanding of the Hamlet.
More can be said, however, about Sir Roger de Leukenore, listed in 1279 for half a knight's
fee in Grenested in the archbishop's register and in 1285 as holding 1 hide, about 300 acres of land,
in the borgh of Grenherst in the custumals of the archbishop's Sussex manors [7512]. In 1276 he
married Joan the daughter of Richard de Keynes, the last of his line, and so inherited their manors,
including Horsted Keynes Broadhurst! This explains why in some later records parts of our
Hamlet are said to be held of that manor. Research in its records could therefore potentially yield
more information for the study of our Hamlet. This Sir Roger served as Sheriff of Sussex 1289-92
and a Commissioner of Sewers for Pevensey Marsh 1289-95 10 and is frequently found as a witness to
deeds. Of them, the most interesting (from the point of view of this article) is that by which in 1292
the Archbishop of Canterbury granted a site for a chapel at Gelderegg (on Crowborough Hill), then in
the archbishop's parish of Buxted but subsequently transferred to Withyham' 1 , where it became the
peculiar area of that parish mentioned earlier and was known, like ours, as the Hamlet 12
.

The tenements in East Grinstead held of a later Roger de Leukenore by knight's service by
William de Solere in 1348 may thus include some land in our Hamlet, as just possibly may also the
tenements he held here of the Prior of Lewes and the ten acres he held of Robert de Estcote, all in
free socage.' 3 He must certainly be an heir of that William atte Soler who in 1283 purchased from
Thomas Flemyng three acres of land which he had acquired of Alexander le Foghell [7513].
In discussing the deed recording that sale I confessed myself unable to locate the property,
despite the detailed itemising of its bounds, and puzzled at its inclusion in the Priory's chartulary.
Mr A.G. Dyson has now consulted the original deed 14 and discovered that the published chartulary's
wording 'the high street' represents regia strata, which should preferably be translated 'king's
highway'. He and I have looked again at the bounds and concluded that this road is the same as
that 'from Grenestede towards Eduliuesbrigge [Edenbridge]' and the road leading from it 'to the
William's house is thus Estcots and the
house of William de Haghindenne' is the lane to Estcots.
In
field is the one south of that lane [map 75 10] across which Estcots Drive now starts its course.
the tithe award of 1843 this field, no. 2491 on the tithe map, is Fowls Mead, thus preserving the name
of the person who had owned it over 560 years earlier. In the 1904 auction particulars of the East
Court estate it is Fowler's Field, held of the manor of Horsted Keynes. (This does not necessarily
make it part of the Hamlet, for other parts of the parish were also held of that manor.)

The apparent inclusion within the Hamlet of the rectorial glebe, whether wholly or partially,
requires further study but seems to be confirmed by the fact that in 1304 the rector attempted to have
his claim to appoint the vicar (as against the claim of the Prior of Lewes, who appointed the rector)
heard in the court of the Dean of South Mailing rather than that of the Bishop of Chichester or
Archdeacon of Lewes. The King blocked his attempt and no more seems to have been recorded
concerning it.' -' An earlier case, in which in c.1260 the Priory claimed lOOs. annual 'pension' from
Thomas the vicar of East Grinstead, was heard before the Dean of South Mailing but that was
because he had been appointed a papal judge 16; the connection between East Grinstead and the
deanery was not necessarily a factor.
The earliest evidence for part of East Grinstead's being under the spiritual jurisdiction of the
Archbishop of Canterbury is found in the register of Archbishop Peckham. In December 1286 the
acolytes he ordained in Tarring church (one of his peculiars in West Sussex) included Richard de
Grenstede, in Lent 1287 Richard de Grenestede was amongst those he ordained subdeacon in South
Mailing church and Richard le Broc de Grenested was among those ordained as acolytes, in
September 1287 at Croydon (a detached part of the diocese of Canterbury) Richard de Grenstede was
one of those he ordained priest, and in December 1287 at St Mary Westout in Lewes he ordained
William de Grensted as an acolyte. 17 Then as now, a candidate for the ministry was normally
ordained by his diocesan, and so we have here the earliest known named residents of our Hamlet.
(West Grinstead can be ruled out as their home parish because it has always been wholly in the
diocese of Chichester.)
For further light on our Hamlet we can revert to my original launch point, the 1720s, and a
map now displayed in East Grinstead Town Museum, purchased in 1977 after my Sussex Family
Historian article had gone to print. Entitled 'A map of certain Lands, late Allfreys, lying in the
Parish of East Grinsteed in Sussex Holding of William Pigott Esq T Lord of the Mannor of
The area in
Broadhurst', it illustrates lands belonging to Anne Payne, a widow, but in dispute.
It was
question stretches from Blackwell Hollow to London Road with Moat Pond at its centre.
discussed and dated to c.1740 by Mr P.D. Wood.' 8
William Pigott, however, died 22 May 1722
aged 3919, so it must date from c.1720 or slightly earlier, which agrees with its obsolescent style.
Every field mapped and all the properties shown adjoining them to the north - Hackenden,
Worstflelds, Blackwell Meadow (now Mount Noddy recreation ground), Four Acres and Escots (now
the grounds of East Court) - is labelled 'late Alifreys' and within our Hamlet as mapped in Bulletin
75.
This clearly indicates that at one time all those fields and other properties belonged to the
That must
Aifrey family (discussed in a different connection in an article on pp.8-12 below).
certainly have been the case in 1525 when Edmund Aifrey, as the person of highest social standing,
heads the list of those taxed in the tithing of Estgrensted - Greneherst, assessed at £5 worth of
lands. 20 It may well have been so in 1466, when members of the Alfrey family were implicated in a
murder at East Grinstead within the Sussex liberty of the archbishop of Canterbury (also discussed in
the article below, p.9).
Edmund Aifrey held several other properties elsewhere in the parish, none of them relevant to
the Hamlet. However, the rent that in 1549 went to [blank] Alfreis to the manor of Nelond out of a
garden called Welches, part of the possessions of the Fraternity of St Katherine (in which,
incidentally, he was one of the leading members 21 ), may support the possibility that Neyland was a
detached portion of the Hamlet [7507].
So may the fact that in 1575 John Duffield of Neylonde
bequeathed to his son John 'my manor or tenement within the parishes of East Grinstead and
Lingfield called Hackenden and Stone Rocks which I late had of John Alfrey and Thomas Aifrey' 22
By the next century this manor was known as Hackenden and Stone Rocks alias Placeland,
introducing another place-name from the Hamlet, and subordinate to Horsted Keynes Broadhurst.

To pursue this 'manor' further here, and to investigate Placeland and the implications of its
name, would be a complex task and risk even more 'may be's; better to leave it for separate
consideration at a later date.
The disputed descent of some of the
One other 'may be' must be permitted, however.
Aifreys' lands to Anne Payne may be related to the sale for £160 by John Aifrey, citizen and weaver
of London, to Edward Payne in 1585 of a £12 annuity from lands in East Grinstead 23 - or it may not.
Finally, two additions to the footnotes on p.13 of Bulletin 75. 9 The source reference for the
1360 arrangement is Register C of Bishop Sherborne 08 (Card index of Sussex clergy, Sussex
' 0 This feature is also shown on the 1776 map
Arachaeological Society, Barbican House, Lewes).
of Moat Farm reproduced in Bulletin 50, p. 7.
REFERENCES: P.R.O. = Public Record Office
Sussex Record Society

S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections

S.R.S. =

'West Sussex Record Office, PAR 348/11/2 2 Challen MSS, Sussex Archaeological Society library, Barbican House,
W.H. Hall, Calendar of wills ... Lewes ... South Mailing (The Index Library, British Record Society, 1901)
Lewes
Personal communication, 10
Quoted at his inquisition post mortem (S.R.S., vol.3, p.129) ' S.RS., vol.56, pp.136f.
S.A.C., vol.27, p.35 10 S.A.C., vol.40, p.278, vol.53, p.45
May 2002 7 P.C.C. Blamyr f.21* 8 S.A.C., vol.63, p.201
S.A. C., vol.26, p.'5 12 C.N. Sutton, Historical notes of Withyham, Har(/leld and Ashdown Forest, pp.21f 13 His
14 P.ItO. E40/41 87 15
inquisition post mortem (Calendar of inquisitions post mortem, vol.9, Edward III, no. 110)
17
16
S.A.C., vol.82, p.95
Scriptores medii aevis, vol.3, pp.1041, 1042, 1047,
Lewes chartulary (S.R.S., vol.38, p.85)
1044 18 East Grinstead Society Bulletin 22, p.12 19 His monumental inscription, Horsted Keynes church (F.S. Eardley,
Horsted Keynes, p.43 20 S.R.S., vol.56, p.136 21 Chantry documents (S.A.C., vol.109, pp.27, 32) 22 His will, P.C.C.
Daughtry f. 10* 23 Gibbs Payne Crawfijrd, letter to Viscountess Wolseley (Wolseley MSS, vol.36, Hove Public Library)
*1 am grateflil to Mr L.E.W. Cole for these references.

OUR CHURCH TOWER

M.J. Leppard

Although our parish church was designed by James Wyatt, the tower is usually credited to
William Infield. In the light of the trustees' rebuilding papers (now in the West Sussex Record
Office) I have attributed it to J.T. Groves, most recently in Sussex Depicted (Sussex Record Society
vol.85 (2001), p.231). Closer attention to the sources has caused me to conclude it was in fact
Inwood's work.
The trustees' order books record the engagement, under the new Act of Parliament dealing
with the tower, of J.T. Groves esq., architect to His Majesty at St James's and Westminster and to the
General Post Office, (13 April 1811) and his modifying Wyatt's design for the tower to make it
lighter at the top by using less stone and hence cheaper (2 August). Groves's recent death is
recorded on 10 September and the offer of the services of his successor Mr Inwood. Inwood was
appointed to supervise the work (14 September), which duly proceeded.
I took it that Inwood carried out Groves's plans, since no new ones are mentioned, but the
tower we see is if anything heavier than the rest of the building and not noticeably light at the top.
The facts that Inwood was Lord Colchester's steward' and that Colchester, one of the trustees and not
yet ennobled, is reputed to have said 'I will have a tower I can see and a bell I can hear at
Kidbrooke' 2, his seat at Forest Row, now persuade me that Inwood scrapped Groves's design and
substituted his own.
D. Ware, A short dictionary of British architects (1967), p.1 30
[I have never found Hills's source for this statement.]

2 W.H. Hills, History of East Grinstead (1906), p.
66

N.
GULLEGE AND THE ALFREYS

M.J. Leppard

Both the name and the attractive appearance of Gullege, a timber-framed house now dated to
c.1574 two miles W.N.W. of East Grinstead parish church (NGR TQ365385), have inspired
frequent comment and question and, in the absence of detailed records or documented history,
supposition and legend. The structure has recently been investigated by the Wealden Buildings
Study Group, whose findings have been reported by the Feibridge & District History Group in one
of its March 2002 'handouts' [their term] devoted to the house. Simultaneously the Group has
issued another on the Aifrey family, its earliest known owners and occupants.
Although in East Grinstead, Gullege is included in the ecclesiastical parish of Feibridge,
hence the Group's interest.
Both documents have the mass of detail and impressive lists of
sources consulted that are the hallmark of the Group's publications.
Some of the information is
new (to me at any rate) but some facts have escaped notice and there are some misunderstandings
and some confusion in the texts, in part repeated in good faith from earlier publications. It seems
desirable therefore to set down what I can to complement and where necessary correct them. I
shall say nothing about the structure, trusting the W.B.S.G.'s findings to have been accurately
relayed, or the branches of the Aifrey family that developed in other parts of Sussex.
W.H. Hills's comment on John Aifrey, one of East Grinstead's M.P.s in 1360, 'The Alfreys
were a well-known Sussex family, for a long time owners of Gulledge and Tilkhurst", has misled
the Group into assuming that he was of Gullege himself. In fact, however, Gullege is not named
in any record earlier than 1531 and (as his election implies) the Alfreys lived in the borough from
their first appearance here, long before any connection with Gullege.
In 1287 William Alure senior and junior are recorded in the borough of East Grinstead,
apparently as butchers. 2 William Alfrai appears in the borough in the subsidy roll for 1327, one of
the three lowest-rated residents, taxed at 6d. 3 In the nonae roll of 1341 John Alvrai or Aueray in
the borough is stated to have chattels worth 18s. but no sheaves 4 . No Alfreys are recorded in the
rural tithings of the hundred of East Grinstead in any of these records. The lack of sheaves shows
that they were not engaged in arable farming, though if indeed butchers they would have owned or
rented some land for grazing.
In the mid-14th century John Alfray of East Grinstead and his wife Agnes are involved in
property deals, buying 4 messuages, 5 acres of land and 11 %d. rent in East Grinstead for 100 marks
(f66.60d.)5 and selling land in Godstone 6. A decade later another John Alueray and his wife
Felicia buy a messuage, 60 acres of land and 7s. rent in East Grinstead for 20 marks (13.6s.8d.). 7
I cannot identify these properties, still less account for the differences in values, nor distinguish into
generations the line of Johns that follows them. I have not investigated the family's transactions
and ramifications in other parishes as thoroughly as has the Felbridge Group.
We thus reach John Aifrey, M.P. 1360-68 (whose christian name the Group leaves in Latin,
untranslated). Subsequent John Aifreys served as M.P.s for East Grinstead in 1391, 1421-22 and
1447-59, their surnames recorded as usual in various spellings. 8 The last, at least during the
parliament of 1452-53, was in government service as a yeoman of the crown. 9 In 1400 one John
Alfrey began to pay an annual rent of 2d. for 'a certain access by steps and cuttings upon the lord's
ground in the King's highway' in the borough' ° and in 1417 Richard Weyville of Rodmell
bequeathed 20s. to John Aifray the younger of Grenstede to pray for his soul' 1
.

Property transactions continued.
John Aifray, father and son, of East Grinstead sold land
in Chipstead in 14l0-l2' and various members of the family and various other people granted or

quitclaimed un-named lands in East Grinstead to each other in 1457 and 1469' s .
In 1478 and 79
there were similar deals concerning named properties here, including a toft and meadow called
Wardelysmede containing 3'/2 acres. 14 This is the first known association of the family with the
Wardley area, the Warlege of Domesday Book and the tithing in which Gullege is later listed.
The Feibridge Group claims that it was in 1459 that the Aifreys
were granted their coat of arms, coloured black and silver and
illustrated here, but I cannot make out its source for the statement.
The appearance of these arms at the end of a row of seats in East
Grinstead parish church is an arbitrary location no older than the
1930s, purely ornamental and not (as the Group supposes) related to
the long destroyed and now unidentifiable pew the family occupied in
the 16th century.
The implication of several members of the family in the murder on 18 December 1466 of
Thomas Brampton in East Grinstead within the Sussex liberty of the archbishop of Canterbury by
three named labourers is duly chronicled by the Feibridge Group. The 'court case held at Lewes'
was actually a coroner's court at East Grinstead on 29 December, followed by a trial on 10 January
1467. The accused were servants (employees) of John Aifray gent., late of East Grinstead, who
with Peter Alfrey draper, late of London, and three other named men was accused of harbouring
them at East Grinstead on 17 December (sic) knowing what they had done. Worse, Richard
Alfrey gent., late of East Grinstead, was accused of being present at the murder, aiding and abetting.
We do not know what verdicts were returned. 15 I will not follow the Feibridge Group in working
out the family relationships of the Aifreys here, any more than of those in the deeds cited in earlier
paragraphs, which also contain potentially useful genealogical information. I will point out,
however, that 'late of does not necessarily imply that those so termed have permanently left the
places mentioned, any more than the labourers had necessarily been always of that status; it can be
shown that legal records of the time specified place and standing at the time of trial rather than of
the offence. The Group's contention that Peter's being a draper adds weight to the theory that the
family had some involvement with the local woollen cloth industry is persuasive and deserves
further consideration. Equally deserving of further investigation is the fact that the crime occurred
in the archbishop's liberty here, i.e. the Hamlet discussed in recent issues of our Bulletin, for the
Alfreys were certainly connected with it in later documents (see p.6 above).
The Brampton murder does not seem to have affected the family's standing in the borough.
for Richard Aifrey served as one of our M.P.s from 1460 to 7816, probably the same Richard as
named in the court case and in the mid-century deeds, and John Alferay was bailiff of the borough in
1482'. A John Alifrey gent. was living there in 153918, and the 1564 survey of the borough
records a John Alpbrey as head tenant of 'le Wyckett' with two posts, identified by Mr Wood as
about 47-59 London Road and possibly where his namesake had created an access over 150 years
earlier' 9. He is not a burgage-holder, however, still less a gentleman, for by now Gullege is firmly
established as the family seat.
The first mention of that property is an indenture in 1531 between Edmund Aifrey of East
Grinstead gent. and William Sodone yeoman demising (leasing) his house called Gullege 20
Both
parties also have connections with the Hamlet, where the Sodone or Sands family came to own
In 1566 John Alfrey of East Grinstead gent. released his right in lands called the
Hackenden.)
The
Guiwiche alias Gulledge and other nearby properties to Henry and Richard Alfrey gents. 2 '
Feibridge Group reconstructs the family relationships of these 16th century Aifreys and says they
'were practising' Borough English, inheritance by the youngest son (or his heir). Borough English
.

(
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was not a matter of family choice, however, but the legally binding custom of certain manors,
including the borough of East Grinstead. More likely the family was concerned to provide
equitably for all the sons of the head of the family.
The Felbridge Group seems not to have used, perhaps because it is in Latin, a document of
25 February 1525 in which Edmund Alfrey gent., son and heir of Peter Aifrey, i.e. son of Richard
Aifrey brother of the said Peter, confirms to the vicar of East Grinstead and six other named persons
all properties in East Grinstead 22 - at which point the quotation breaks off, so that we do not know
the purpose or terms of the grant. This Edmund Aifrey (whom the Group alleges to have been
also known as Edward) appears in various records as a man of standing, much involved in
ecclesiastical affairs, so he may have been creating trustees for some religious purpose, but equally
possibly for the benefit of other family members. Other Aifreys appear in various 16th and 17th
century records but it is not necessary to itemise them all here, especially because there is a fhlly
referenced genealogical outline subjoined to the printed account of a dispute concerning access to
the family pew in 162323 and because the Felbridge Group has dealt with them at length.
Attention should, however, be drawn to the branch of the family that continued to live in the
borough. Edward Alfrey is taxed on 20 shillings' worth of lands, the minimum category 24, in the
1621 subsidy roll, probably not Edward of Gulledge, since he is not styled gent., but a namesake.
In the rental of c.1645 the two posts at the Wicket are 'late Alifreis' but William Aifrey holds a
cottage and the currying house in Middle Row 25. Mr Richard Aifrey, whose title indicates some
social standing and whom the Feibridge Group is almost certainly correct to assume moved there
from Gulledge, holds a burgage (our no.4 High Street) in the rentals of 1662 and 6926, pays for 4
hearths in the 1670 hearth tax27 and serves as borough constable for the year 16707 128. An Aifrey
whose first name is not given has the forge in the 1670 hearth tax but the Group's 'Thomas Alfrey'
with five hearths is actually Thomas Edd (?Head) listed next after Richard Aifrey. In 1679 John
Aifrey votes in the election 29 and is had up 'for inlarging his shop upon the street' 30 and is listed as a
resident in the 1680 view of frankpledge (borough court) 31 .
A John Aifrey, residence unknown, served as churchwarden for the year 160809 32
Leaving the Aifreys now for a closer look at Gullege, we find the hundred boundary passing
'thorowghe a field of Hachers unto the land of the Gullege' in the 1564 and 1579 surveys of the
hundred of East Grinstead 33 (mistaken by the Feibridge Group for the boundary of the borough of
East Grinstead).
As my mapping of the 1579 version shows 34, the boundary ran through the
curtilage of the house, just as it does through Tilkhurst, Estcots and Fairlight;
it does not
necessarily correspond to the boundary of the property then or at any other time. This accounts for
the fact, already mentioned, that Gullege and its residents are sometimes listed under the tithing (or
borough) of Wardley in the neighbouring hundred of Danehill Horsted or Rushmonden. Thus
Edward Aulfrye junior gent. of East Grinstead was constable of Horsted Keynes hundred, albeit a
negligent one, in 1 605 35 and Richard Head of Gullage farmhouse was listed under Danehill Horsted
in the hearth tax of 166236. That also explains the appearance of occupants of Gullege in the
records of the manor of Horsted Keynes Broadhurst.
I have not consulted those records but can add a little to the Group's account of the postAifrey history from other sources.
William Head of Gulledge was buried at East Grinstead in
1695.
Worth parish register records the burials of three members of the Sanders family of
'Guiwich', Sarah in 1768, John in 1769 and Elizabeth, an infant, in 1773, and the marriage of
Edward Harman living at Mr Saunders' house of Gulledge in 1822. Carew Saunders is still listed
as occupier in the tithe award in 1843, though perhaps the names were recorded when the map was
made two years earlier. 37
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By 1885 Gullege was 'now inhabited by that well-known "son of the soil" the agricultural
labourer, who, in his turn, seems likely at no very distant date to become one of the "Dodo" race'. 38
A labourer, George Towes, was already there in 1876 when his daughter's baptism was recorded in
the parish register of Crawley Down.
The name of Gullege is found in various spellings, probably no more significant than the
variant spellings of Alfrey. For the record they are, in chronological order of first occurrence:
Gullege 1531, Gulledge 1579, Golledge 1610, Gullegge 1623, Gulwiche 1556, Gullidge 1643,
Gullage 1663 and Gulwich 1768. More interestingly, though possibly of no greater significance,
the name is preceded by the definite article (the or le) in 1556, 1564, 1574, 1579 and 1610 but
otherwise it is anarthrous.
Its meaning has never been satisfactorily explained.
There is, or was, in Kent a dialect
word gullidge, 'the sides of a barn boarded off from the middle; where the caving [refuse of peas
and beans after threshing, used to feed horses] is generally stored 39, but that cannot make sense
here. A family named Golledg(e) or Gollidge appears in our parish register for a few years in the
1620s but cannot be shown to have any connection with the property: and even if it could, the
name would still need explaining. An American, Professor Oliphant, interpreted the surname as
'yellow pond', using evidence from the north of England 40, but it would be risky to apply it here.
Professor R.A. Coates, has ruled out any development from Warlege as philologically unsound 41
'The definite article in 1531 is particularly
and told me he has 'no proper ideas' to explain it.
If it was nearer to significant water, one might suspect "gullage", or bank-breach, as in
teasing.
the Fenland use of g!Ii.' 42
Whatever the meaning or age of the name, there may be some significance in the fact that it
is not recorded until after the Aifreys have acquired land in the Warlege area, Wardelysmede, by
1478. Conceivably they built the first house at Gullege and gave it that name, possibly already the
name of the site, the Gullege, though all our evidence is that from its first mention in 1531 it is the
name of a house. When Edward Payne said in 1623 that Edward Alfrey and his father and
grandfather 'lived in an ancient house called Gullegge' 43 he might have been recalling a much older
building preceding the one now standing (or he might simply have thought that anything that had
stood for fifty years was old).
Before leaving the whole subject, mention should be made of a curious piece of needlework
in East Grinstead parish church, not mentioned by the Feibridge Group (wisely, if deliberately),
which I have transcribed and discussed fully elsewhere. 44 In a mixture of Latin, French and
English it records four members of the Alfrey family and displays their arms. I said I knew of no
source for the references to John in 1300 and Edward in 1432 of 'le "Gullegge ... ; the
grammatically incorrect and misdated Latin reference to Richard Aifrey in 1585 derived from the
Burrell MSS in the British Library: and I knew nothing about James Edward Alfrey (1865-1909),
though I suggested he might be related to the donor.
There is no record of the donation of this 'sampler' in the parish magazines for 1949-53 and
no magazines have been preserved for 1954-58. Since writing the article in 1984, however, I have
obtained, among the papers of the late Brian Desmond, a manuscript letter written on 5 March 1954
by D.G. Allfrey to Dr Golding-Bird, the vicar of East Grinstead, thanking him for his kindness, time
and trouble, and 'above all for accepting the small sampler, in memory of my Father'. The writer
goes on to note that 'poor Gullege' is to be sold, to explain the arms and outline the Alfrey
genealogy, and to deplore the decline of the town (see p.3 above). He (or she) also encloses
copies of a protest at modern developments here that he/she sent to the local press 'ages ago' and an
elegiac poem he wrote about Gullege. The date of donation and the identity of James Arthur
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Aifrey and the donor are thus established, though we cannot tell if the donor was also responsible
for working the sampler. Unfortunately the text of the piece contributes nothing to our knowledge
or understanding of Gullege and the Aifreys who owned it —just like my suggestions in the previous
paragraph but one!
C.K.S. = Centre for Kentish Studies, Maidstone EGSB = East Grinstead Society Bulletin Hills
= W.H. Hills, The history of East Grinstead (1906) E.S.R.O. = East Sussex Record Office, Lewes P.R.O. = Public
Sy A. C. = Surrey
S.A.C. = Sussex Archaeological Collections
S.R.S. = Sussex Record Society
Record Office
Archaeological Collections
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OTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE FELBRIDGE GROUP'S HANDOUTS
GIJLLEGE: Two meanings of borough are confused: a town with certain rights and privileges, which
Kelly's directories are represented as East Grinstead trade directories.
alone had burgesses, and a tithing.
p.2 enough grazing not for 5 pigs but for 35, so as to yield 5 in tax. p.3 Sallye Lane, not Land p.7
ALFREY FAMILY OF SUSSEX:
coronet, not cornet p.9 roll, not Role p.14 wills, not bequeaths
p.1 ó has not been correctly reproduced (perhaps for lack of appropriate character on computer); Robro and
Willmo are abbreviated forms of the Latin for Robert and William (in the ablative case) and should be so
translated p.3 benefactions, not beneficiaries p.4 Home Lands, not Home Lands

Copies of the handouts, and particulars of the Group, may be obtained from Mrs S.f. Clarke, Oaklands, Lake
View Road, Furnace Wood, East Grinstead, RH19 2QE.

OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS

EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS No-8 (Summer 2002) contains notes on Alan Skinner
the East Grinstead florist and artist, an article on the town's catchment area for medical services in
the 1860s, a further instalment of dialect vocabulary, a dialect poem, a helpful 'how I did it' article by
the author of the new history of West Hoathly school and brief reviews of recent publications of local
interest. [E l at Museum, by post £1.20]
SUSSEX FAMILY HISTORIAN, vol.15, nos 1 (March
2002) and 2 (June) contain notes on deeds presented to East Grinstead Town Museum dated 1753
[relating to Bellchfleld], 1791 and 1798 [Worsteds].
AND FORTHCOMING
A new edition of R.W. Kidner's The Oxted Line, revised by David Gould, is to be published later this
year. Watch the press for details.
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THE SOCIETY'S DENDROCHRONOLOGY PROJECT
An interim summary of the findings of this project was printed in Bulletin 73 (Spring 2001)
and the first instalment of more detailed study of one of them, 7-9-11 High Street, in Bulletin 75
(Winter 2001-02). What follows is the second instalment of that study, from the final report on the
project and as gathered from documentary sources.

7-9-11 HIGH STREET
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL

D.H. Miles and M.J. Worthington

This building originated as a four-bay Wealden house. Most of the framing at ground level
has been either destroyed or covered during conversion into shops in the modern period but the upper
floor is substantially complete. The most notable extant features (and an indication of the
building's status) are the solid arch braces to the open truss, which are Y (.9m.) wide, and the
octagonal crown post with moulded cap and base. Despite these large-section timbers, most of
them were exceptionally fast-grown and two of the small-sectioned rafters provided the precise dates
A major alteration to the eastern jettied bay and a large part of the
for the hall range, 1450-51.
adjoining hail bay involved the construction of a cross-wing (no. 11), presumably for commercial
reasons. A sample from the altered part gave a similar date to that of the hail, no doubt implying
re-use from the original building. The only other timbers to date in the second phase gave a range
1438-69, suggesting that the alterations occurred within about ten years of the original construction.
Whilst it is possible that reset rafters dating to winter 1452-53 from the rear wing could mark this
alteration, they might have been re-used from another building. The rear of this cross-wing was
altered in the 17th century when a further bay was added.*

DOCUMENTARY (2) From the end of the 17th century to the present

M.J. Leppard

Edward Underhill's sister Mary, to whom he bequeathed these two dwelling houses, married
Edmund Driver of East Grinstead on 11 April 1699 by licence at Hamsey'. Mary was buried here 5
March 1726. Eleven years later her son and heir Benjamin, baptised here 14 September 1711 but
by then a linen-draper of Southwark, leased the property for a year to Edward Bennett of East
Grinstead yeoman .2 On 19 January 1748 Mary Driver, presumably Benjamin's widow, wrote the
following letter' to Sackville Bale esq.:
'You wear pleased to mention that you desired to know my son's age which is foure and a
halfe ... As the rent of my house in Grensted is sixteen pounds ayear the way in which I should
chuse to parte with them would be for an income for my life - and as I should by that means deprive
anyone belonging to me of the Bennifitt of Voteing - I hope his Grace nor you won't think me out of
the way to sett it at thirty two pounds a year. My own age is thirty one. I mention this as
thinkinge it may be a question asked.
I am your obiig'd humble sarvi. - Mary Driver.
Following the parliamentary ruling in 1696 that only the burgage-holders had the vote 4, the
Duke of Dorset ('his Grace') is obviously attempting through Bale (perhaps a kinsman in view of his
first name) to ensure that one more burgage is in safe hands under his control. Mary Driver,
clearly living away, presumably in Southwark (there are no references in our parish register to
Benjamin's marriage or death or a son's baptism), is obviously a shrewd businesswoman.
$ Perhaps this bay is the penthouse erected by William Payne by 1679 (Bulletin 75, p.15)

M.J.L.
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No deeds seem to have survived for later years and so there is a gap in our knowledge until
the property re-appears in other kinds of documents as the Dragon or Green Dragon. Examined on
17 October 1775 as to her place of lawful settlement, 'Elizabeth King, singlewoman, said that, five
and a half years ago, she was hired by Dame Putham of the Green Dragon at East Grinstead, for a
year and served there two whole years and received 2 year's [sic] wages'. 5 Putham is not a name
found in any local records but the title Dame identifies her as an elderly widow, almost certainly
Elizabeth Putland, widow, buried here 21 July 1775. In victuallers' recognisances in 1781 William
Harman of East Grinstead and John Goninge of Buxted are entered for the Green Dragon (and also
an as yet unlocated White Hart). 6 In the 1785 land tax Harman appears in the right place in the list
as tenant of a property owned by Mrs Francis at a rental of 17s. 4d. 7 He still has it in the Universal
British Directory for 1794, as a victualler (supplying food and drink) and also a malt dealer and
common (i.e. public) brewer. In Palmer's 1799 rhyming directory of the town, 'The Dragon,
HARMAN he doth hold, But there no liquors now are sold', i.e. it is now only a beershop. The last
mention of the name is in the allocation of pews in the parish church drawn up in 1806, 'Green
Dragon & Jordan's Houses [next door] now Kettles'! It evidently went out of business soon after.
Before house-numbering came into regular use (as opposed to existence) it is difficult to
identify High Street properties confidently in 19th century sources without far more thorough
tabulation and collation than has yet been attempted. Rather than attempting to identify 7-9-11 in
the quite plentiful official documents from the first half of the century, however qualified with
'probably', it is safer to start with incontrovertible pictorial evidence.
A print of the west end of
the High Street published
by James Hayward of the
premises on the left, datable to about 1865. Its
accuracy is confirmed by
two near-contemporary
photographs from a similar viewpoint, one of them
reproduced on the front of
Bulletin 14 (May 1974).
Although reproduction
here is inevitably not very
distinct, nos 7-9-11 are
instantly recognisable to
anyone who knows the
town today, the third
building from the left.
The names on the fascias in this picture enable us to go back to the 1850s and forward to our
own times, largely thanks to directories and censuses. From this point, statements unsupported by
endnotes are from those sources and the two distinct businesses in the building are treated separately.
James Cooper at nos.
in our illustration, furnisher, ironmonger, gas-fitter and bell-hanger,
was 41 in 1861. Later in the decade he took over the premises occupied in the same trades by his
father, Richard, now Broadleys. 9 By 1871 Henry Hall, a tailor aged 46, was at no.9. By 1890,
with James T. Hall aged 27 in residence, the business was Hall Brothers, a name last found there in
c.1897 10. It is a complication that E.F. Skinner's 1893 drawing, reproduced on the front of Bulletin
74, clearly shows the name of T. Muller and Son. Theodor MUller, watchmaker, had been on the
opposite side of the road in 1885.11
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By 1899 George Burgess, draper and milliner aged 33 in 1901, was here but by 1903 the
premises had been taken over by the International Tea Stores, previously at 2 London Road. In
1936 the International moved to the brand-new Whitehall Parade in London Road. I have not been
able to trace its successor at 7-9 High Street but in c. 1948 F.G. Hawkins, men's outfitters owned by
Burleigh Clothing Manufacturers, moved in, naming the property Burleigh House. Hawkins closed
on 17 March 1971 so that the owners could concentrate on the wholesale business. 12 For some
years it was Gray's record shop, briefly a charity shop, and then the bookmakers we know today.
James Bridgiand, at no. 11 in the illustration opposite, was a currier aged 34 in 1851 and
employing one man. The rear of the premises was devoted to that work, the front of the shop to
cutting up the leather and selling grindery, until Edward Steer senior persuaded him to go into
ironmongery. That business flourished so well that in 1865 he put up and occupied the first
building on the old workhouse site in London Road. 13
By 1871 no. 11 was occupied by William Tooth, a 36-year old plumber, and his widowed
sister Sarah Chapman, a 39-year old dressmaker. By 1890 the business had become Tooth and
Chapman, milliners and dressmakers, still there when the 1899 directory was published but by the
end of that year F.J. Peirce, tailor and hosier, had the shop 14 , though Agnes Tooth, a retired milliner
aged 74 was still living there in 1901. Peirce continued until at least 1916. By 1923 Miss Edith
Annie Miller had moved in, at first selling hardware but by 1933 a confectioner and tobacconist' 5 .
By 1953 she had been succeeded in the same business by a relative, a member of the Wickenden
family which still runs it today.
The illustration opposite and the contemporary photographs clearly show the effects of the
lowering of the road in 1828. The floor-levels are several feet above the pavement, requiring small
flights of steps and permitting a full-height cellar door in the centre of 7-9. The floors were
lowered and shop-fronts put in after James Cooper's time.' 6
The same pictures show a roof entirely of Horsham stone over the whole building, the front
and western upper storey tile-hung and a miniscule dormer window or vent on 7-9. By the time of
Skinner's drawing in 1893, confirmed by Frith's postcard 35223 of 1895, the lower courses of
Horsham slabs had been replaced by tiles and the two dormer windows still there today had been
inserted above 7-9. The tiles on the upper storey had been removed, replaced on 7-9 by applied
decorative timbering and on 11 by a rendered front on a remodelled gable with sizeable barge-boards,
and modern shop-fronts were in place. It looks as if the whole façade had been rebuilt.
Frith's postcard 62800 of 1909 shows the Horsham stone completely replaced by tiles and the
same company's card 73351 of 1923 shows the upper storey of 7-9 covered once again by tiles. In
most pictures it is not possible to see the western gable end properly but by the time of Frith's
postcard 83746, 1931, the side window visible there in the earliest pictures had also gone.
Valentine's postcard L4430 shows a projecting clock outside 7-9 in the late 1950s.
REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead
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and Mr D. Gould for much of the census and directory information.
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JOHN TURLEY AND HIS POEMS

M.J. Leppard

John Turley's career as brickmaker has been charted in several references in our Bulletins.'
His reputation as a poet has also been mentioned but an appeal for a sight of any of his work or other
relevant information in Bulletin 61 (Spring 1997) produced no result until I learnt of a volume of his
verse owned by Mr Nicholas Cranfield of Broadstone Farm. Earlier this year Mr Cranfield kindly
lent me the book and shared other information.
The cover of the copy thus seen reads 'Broadstone House: a poem, second edition, with
additions by John Turley, Author of 'An Address to the Deity etc., etc., etc., East Grinstead, James
Hayward, printer and publisher, High Street. 1865. Price, one shilling.' It is a booklet of 48 pages
of text, from which, alas, pages 23-26, the central sheet, are missing.
Broadstone House breaks off
on p.22 at line 266, at a semi-colon. Page 27 begins The orphan pupil (a posthumous child),
There follow Visit to the old water mill; Ode to freedom 's land; Caractacus
founded on fact.
before Claudius Caesar; The owl and the barber; Turley 's House, Hawkhurst; Christmas time
and an appendix of notes. The 'Argument' prefacing Broadstone Warren shows that the missing
lines included a eulogy on Mrs Payne and an address to Broadstone.
To read Turley's complete works, therefore, it is necessary, if possible, to track down the first
edition of Broadstone House, published in 1856 according to W.H. Hills2, and a complete copy of the
second edition, as well as An address to the Deity.
The etceteras on the cover must have included
the Ode to the sun, mentioned as 'particularly good' by Edward Steer, who says Turley was without
doubt a poet of considerable ability and considered very learned 3. 'Poet laureate of Grinsted' is a
former owner's manuscript note on the cover of the copy I saw. J.M. Neale, a prize-winning poet
himself, also accorded Turley the title of poet.
Neale's estimate comes in an annotation in his copy of W.D. Cooper's Glossary of
provincialisms in use in ... Sussex 4, at squat [a wedge to stop a wheel], citing Turley's use of it.
Turley was not a dialect poet, however; only two dialect words are found in Broadstone House:
heath-poult [a blackcock, male or female] (line 380 and appendix E, p.46) and spray [brushwood]
(line 451 and, in The visit ..., p.30). On the contrary, his verse is cultivated and literary, with a
certain amount of traditional poetic diction and a tendency to give every noun an adjective, but with
unforced rhymes, a variety of rhythms and themes, no padding and some genuine emotion that
communicates directly to the reader, especially in the autobiographical Broadsione House.
That poem does not recount his life-story but expresses what his childhood home on Ashdown
Forest and its associations meant and still mean to him. His baptism on 9 September 1796, the son
of John and Mary Turley, is recorded in the East Grinstead parish register, as is the baptism of his
older brother William on 2 February 1792 and his burial on 28 October the same year. This death
occupies lines 107-26 of the poem, though all reminders were swept away, to the extent that after
John's birth the family 'left the forest for a livelier scene', probably direct to Barnfield in our Ship
Street, where we find them in early 19th century records (413-20). As a baby, tended by Ann,
recruited from a distant farm (405-32), John was attacked by Rombo the dog out of jealousy, slightly
When John was 19 his mother died (505-16), on 29 November
lacerating his shoulder (445-502).
1815 aged 62 according to the family gravestone in our churchyard. The daily trip to school is
mentioned (549) but nothing has been learnt about the place, form or extent of the poet's education,
though an untranslated quotation from Virgil's iEneid on the title page gives some indication.
Much later John revisited Broadstone with his aged father (574-90), who died aged 85 (591-605), on
30 January 1831 according to the stone, on which the poet's death is also recorded, on 17 September
1865 aged 69 - within a short while of preparing this booklet in view of the references to August
1865 on p.40. He never married and so left no children.
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Mrs Payne, who 'has now (1865) lived 52 years in the service of the Author's family', was
Miss Philadelphia Payne, to whom John, or perhaps his father, must have left the annuity to which
her entry in the 1871 census refers. She died in December 1885 aged 89, 'the oldest inhabitant,
save one, in East Grinstead' according to her obituary in th parish magazine for the following
It adds that she was a native of Copthorne and that 'she nursed her last master about 20
month.
years', so adding another detail to our knowledge of the poet.
His styling her Mrs, contrary to all
other evidence, must be a courtesy title for one no longer young.
Of the other poems, The visit to the old water mill records in lighter vein a childhood errand to
a favourite haunt to get flour for his mother, probably to Dunnings Mill.
The owl and the barber
recounts, in rather mock-heroic terms, an incident at the Black Bull in Edenbridge similar to the story
of the monkey and the barber at the Crown in East Grinstead. 5 Turley 's House was prompted by
receiving in August 1865 from Mr Robert Turley of Rolvenden a picture of the Old Farm House at
Hawkhurst, for more than two centuries the residence of the Turleys but now sold and about to be
pulled down for a new house to replace it.
In conclusion, two extracts from Broadstone [louse: from the opening depiction of Ashdown
Forest (lines 23-30) and from the thoughts of his mother evoked by revisiting Broadstone (541-54):
That lofty ridge o'er which my foot has toil'd,
Frowns to the eye dark, barren, stem, and wild.
Here rural beauties press upon the sight,
And changing seasons ever give delight.
Should Sol's resplendent orb when hanging low,
Dart on the show'ry cloud his parting glow,
Then, while the herb's refresh'd and hush'd the gale,
The gaudy arch in beauty spans the vale.

[the sun]
[a rainbow]

No, the dear thought has never fled from me,
Though much is dim I'd not forgotten thee;
The mind thy image ever will retain
While heav'n-born reason holds her bright domain.
How oft to thee my boyish hand would bring
The fragrant violet of the gentle spring,
Because I well the pretty flow' ret knew,
Was ever grateful, ever dear to you.
My trip to school the daily task to learn,,
(For that dear time I feel the heart to yearn,)
How much I've thought of that sweet byegone day,
And thy kind gifts to please me on the way;
Those gentle deeds still make thy memory dear,
Though oft the parting brought the childish tear.
REFERENCES ' 27 (Sept. 19179), p.9, 54 (Spring 1994), p.9, 55 (Autumn 1994), p.6 2 History of East Grinstead,
p.2 Reminiscences serialised in the East Grinstead Observer, 1899 4 Seen by the kindness of Mr K.C. Leslie 5 East
Grinstead Society Bulletin 16 (February 1975), p. 8
HOUSE-NUMBERING [3308, 5711, 5908, 6104, 6204]: On the title page of Broadstone House James
Hayward the publisher gives his address as 1 High Street, the earliest reference yet found to house-numbering
in East Grinstead. It need not imply that any other houses were numbered, however. As it was the first
building one came to on turning into the High Street from London Road, it might have been an advertising
gimmick echoing the jocular 'Number 1, London' for the Duke of Wellington's Apsley House, the first
substantial house encountered on arriving in the capital from the west and arguably the first in status.

iN
THE 'ARMOURY' AND THE WILLIAMS FAMILY

E.C. Entecott

It never occurred to me to think that the little building at the top of De La Warr road was at one
time a real armoury until I read Mr M.J. Leppard's book about the history of East Grinstead. In my
early youth I, along with my brother and sister, was well acquainted with the inside of the place. At that
time it was some sort of small non-denominational church.
We went there first in the 1940s to Sunday School, run for the most part by Mr 'Willie' Williams,
the watchmaker with a small business in Queen's Road. Willie was a charming friendly bachelor
gentleman, in the literal sense. The war was going on, and there was not in any case much in the way
of entertainment for children, so any relief was very welcome. Sunday School was something we looked
forward to. No doubt also our parents were glad of a bit of peace on a Sunday afternoon.
One of the attractions was a weekly competition to see who could first find a text in the Bible.
I had a distinct advantage, having been presented with one that had inserts that indicated the books.
Willie kept a record of who got there first and read the text, and at the end of the year there was a grand
prize giving, much anticipated by all the usual children, largely because everyone got a prize!
There was a deal of speculation about how this was done, because at that time the sweet ration
was only two ounces each a week, I believe; yet somehow they managed to distribute boxed chocolates.
We were loathe to accuse Willie of black market activities, especially as we were the beneficiaries of
whatever source they originated from. We did know he had a friend who ran a small confectionery shop
down Dunnings somewhere, but there was an unspoken conspiracy not to split on anyone.
There was not too much religious activity at the Sunday School sessions, and the place was always
full of children. Singing was loud and not always tuneful.
Later on my brother and I joined the 'choir' of about six lads. Two I remember were a splendid
lad called Norman Conquest and another by name of Towse. How could Norman's mother have called
her son that, do you suppose? Surely she had not heard of the historical event and decided it would
make a good name for her child? Poor Norman was attacked collecting the wages money from the bank
for Mid Sussex Timber, and his injuries eventually led, we think, to his premature death.
Singing in the choir required practice on Wednesday evenings. It was usually got through rather
speedily, so we could get out the small billiard table or table tennis table. It was the one evening of the
week I got through my school homework rather quickly, so that I could go out. As the Armoury was
only about 100 yards from where we lived we were there in a trice.
On Sunday evenings the whole congregation did their best to outdo the choir for volume, with the
lady who played a large harmonium sometimes drowning the lot of us. The evening service always
started with her version of Handel's Largo. Always! It was a bit of a joke with us, and some of the
congregation. Preachers were usually of the itinerant kind, and we got to know who was who. Some
of the more 'Firebrand, Hell and Damnation' kind we looked forward to. They would wave their arms
about wildly and declaim at full throttle. We mostly thought it a bit ofajape. I certainly do not think
we lads took them too seriously. I do not know if the congregation, mostly ladies, did.
Weekdays Mr Williams sat in the back room of his little workroom, dog by his side, mending
watches for prices that now, in retrospect, seems like 'peanuts'. In the school holidays I used to go
there sometimes to watch him work in his infinitely delicate way; sometimes I ran errands to other shops
in the town which took in repairs. Occasionally he would let me do simple jobs, such as taking watches
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to bits, and making new front glasses for those that were broken or badly scratched. Much later my
father told me that he had suggested I become his apprentice, but Dad would have none of that. I was
not consulted! There were no quartz watches requiring new batteries and little else then. The most
sophisticated were rare self-winding watches, but more usually they were nightly-wound wrist-watches.
I always coveted a gold Hunter, but never did get one.
The front of the shop was occupied by his mother, a very old lady, not too steady on her pins but
very sharp of mind. She ran a sort of agency for domestic staff, and I used to feel sorry for the young
women who were getting a determined grilling as to their experience and references. This was of course
before c.v.s had been invented.
Old Mr and Mrs Williams officially ran the Armoury, and were a formidable couple. There was
another old lady who lived in their house adjacent to the little bridge over the railway near Moat Road.
One Sunday evening after the service we were invited to see this poor lady who had died the night before.
I was horrified at the thought. I had once glimpsed a drowned man being dragged from Moat Pond but
had never seen a dead person close up and had no wish to. We declined vociferously, but with much
embarrassment.
In the better weather Willie used to arrange bicycle rides, and sometimes as many as twelve of us
would set off somewhere for the day. On one occasion we went as far as Chessington Zoo. There
was little traffic then, apart from military vehicles. Petrol was strictly controlled and most private cars
were jacked up in garages. (After the war I bought one for £5.) We took sandwiches or our leader
generously paid for lunches for us, as well as any entry charges. Our 6d. a week pocket money did not
stretch to such luxuries. It barely covered our sweet ration.
I do not think my parents were all that keen on allowing us to go about with a bachelor gentleman,
but that is what he was, a real gentleman. He was well read, and we learned quite a lot from him. He
had what we thought a bit of a silly laugh, but we never felt the urge to make fun of him. Nothing that
went awry ever fhzed him, and he saw the funny side of any event. We all had ancient bikes and running
repairs were a regular necessity. They were usually done with laughter.
So when he was burgled he was
Willie was proud of his upright roadster geared bicycle.
overjoyed that the thief had not stolen his bike. However, he had lost three beautiful gold watches.
He always carried a pocket watch in his waistcoat, a fob watch, and a handsome wrist-watch. Why he
needed three very accurate watches was a mystery; just a badge of office maybe. They were all on the
table beside his bed, and his beloved dog was sleeping in the room, but the burglar got away with them.
It was the only time I remember seeing him rather despondent.
I think this incident affected him seriously. From a short while afterwards he seemed to be for
ever walking the streets with his dog, and whenever I met him he had some tale of suspicions of nefarious
behaviour that he claimed to have observed. According to what he said he must never have been out
of the West Street police station. They must have been tired of the sight of him. What a shame!
Willie had a regular Wednesday afternoon job over Crawley Down way; he cycled there,
naturally. There was a lady there with a large house in extensive grounds who seemed to have clocks
everywhere. They all had to be wound, serviced as necessary, and sometimes taken away for repair.
One day I went along with him for the ride, and was quite amazed by this place and all those clocks. He
whispered to me that he did not really want to do the job, but he had to keep in with her because that is
where we had our annual Sunday School outing each summer.
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There was a large lake, a boat, ponies and plenty of room for races and picnics, and we thoroughly
enjoyed the afternoon. I still have a photo of the occasion, with us and our friends in a boat on the lake.
Years later, several hundred miles away from there, I had that picture in my office drawer for some reason.
A colleague saw it and said, 'I know where that is; it is my aunty's place.' He then went on to tell me
about all the clocks she had, to which I was able to reply that I knew, I had helped to wind some of them!
He was as surprised as I was.
Wherever Willie may be now, I would like him to know how much fun we had and how much we
appreciated his company and generosity. As I said, a real gentleman.
Mr Williams 's workshop was the meeting place of the Gospel Protestant Mission before the move to the Armoury
and adoption of its name. See Bulletins 54 (Spring 1994), p.5 and 55 (Autumn 1994), p.4. Ed.

PLACE-NAMES

References to earlier Bulletins: first two digits Bulletin number, second two page number.
REHOBOTH VILLA, Lingfleld Road [67141 takes its name from Genesis 26 verse 22: Isaac 'removed

from thence and digged another well; and for that they strove not: and he called the name of it
Rehoboth; and he said, For now the LORD hath made room for us, and we shall be fruitful in the land'.
With its associations of harmony, refreshment and prosperity, Rehoboth was a popular name for
Nonconformist chapels. This is thus another example of letting one's house-name proclaim one's beliefs
[6813], telling us something about the Villa's first occupant, Arthur Smith. Confirmation is found in
a letter Smith sent from this address, published in the East Grinstead Times and Southern Free Press for
13 May 1892, protesting at the watering of some streets on Sundays. He had previously, he says,
protested to the Local Board about litter-collecting on Sunday mornings in the paper's 9 May 1891 issue
but had received no support. He is possibly also the Mr Smith, the Strict Baptist from London who,
on moving to East Grinstead in 1876, initiated the foundation of a Baptist chapel here [6516].
Mrs R. Martell tells us that last year's housing development in Lingfleld Road on the site of Charles
Weller's builder's yard was named CHAS WELL on the suggestion of a nearby resident. Another
example of house-naming from elements of personal names [6413] is JON LYNS in Dunnings Road,
which Mr R. Streatfield tells us was given by its first owners, his grandparents John and Ellen Streatfield.
Mr K. Brown tells us that KEEBLE HOUSE [7016] is only part of HERONTYE HOUSE, whose
original name has been retained for the part that is still offices.
FINAL STRESS [5107€, 5204-08, 5309€, 5410, 5912, 6104, 7407, 7506] is found in the following
couplet from John Turley's Broadstone House [pp.l6f. above]: 'Will no one deign a walk, to treat the

eye, To Broadstone bower from classic Brambletye' (lines 77€). This is support for the specific mid19th century evidence already known for final stress in BRAMBLETYE [5107] rather than distortion
by the exigencies of rhythm and rhyme.
In 1579 the eastern boundary of the Hundred of East Grinstead ran through the land of Thomas Ellis on
its way from the Bower to Forest Row bridge [7306]. A deed of 1694 [East Sussex Record Office SAS
B416] includes FOWLES alias ELISES and SAMONDS MEAD with Ashurst Wood to its west and
the road to Kansiron to its south. Since Fowle Farm is at the site of Thornhill on the 1808 preliminary
O.S. map and Great and Little Salmons are fields at Thornhill on the tithe map, taking the track past
Thornhill as the boundary [7307] seems to be correct.

